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Abstract. In the past years, Reynolds number (Re) effect correction is carried out by varied Re experiment. The
experiment can obtain double logarithm linear curve between the least drag and Re, and the least drag in flying Re is
got by linear exploration. However, Re effect exerts a great influence on transition position for laminar wing with
high lift. Therefore, the lift, drag and longitudinal moment can’t be acquired by traditional Re effect correction. In this
paper, the transition prediction simulations for laminar wing high lift are carried to obtain unconstrained transition
position in different Re by adopting γ-Reθ transition prediction model. An agreement with experiment for transition
position is achieved. According to the result of transition perdition and unconstrained transition test, Re effect
correction in different height for the data of wind tunnel test is done. This method makes up for the traditional method,
which Re effect correction for battle-plane is done for only drag. In present paper, Re effect correction for the lift,
drag and longitudinal moment is done to acquire more accurate experimental data to ensure everything in flight.

1 Introduction
Usually, the scaled-down model is adopted in the wind
tunnel tests, which makes a greater difference between
the wind tunnel tests and actual fight situation for the
Reynolds number (Re). Therefore, correction based on
the Re effect for wind tunnel test data must be done.
Study on the Re effect of battle-plane shows that flow
is almost all turbulence in the near boundary layer of the
wings when it flies in the atmosphere. This attributes to
apply thinner wings for the battle-plane. For such wings,
Re has a smaller effect on the lift and longitudinal
moment characteristics, but it exerts a powerful influence
on the frictional drag on the surface of wing.
Consequently, the Re effect correction is carried out for
only the drag including the least drag ( CDmin ) and drag
due to lift in the correction of wind tunnel data.
In order to pursue the higher cruising efficiency, civil
aircraft and Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) having
high height and speed properties in the modern world ,
such as supercritical aerofoil and supercritical laminar
compound aerofoil, usually use high lift-drag ratio
aerofoil. These aerofoils retain the natural laminar region
at least 50% chord length in the designed cruising state.
The research presents that the drag for laminar aerofoil is
less than half usual turbulent aerofoil in the designed
state. However, the natural laminar region disappears and
the drag of aerofoil is rising rapidly when aerofoil
deviates the designed state. And at the same time, the
experimental research also shows that macroscopically
aerodynamic characteristics containing the lift, drag and
longitudinal moment for the supercritical aerofoil is
influenced by Re because its flow structure and pressure

distribution are changed by Re [1]. Transition position of
supercritical aerofoil is also affected by Re. Transition
which means transform from laminar flow to turbulence
flow is very important concept in the boundary layer
theory [2]-[5].
The correction method for Re effect of battle-plane is
acquired by varied Re experiment. According to
experiment, linearized curve, which CDmin varies
according to Re, is obtained. Therefore, CDmin for
experiment Re is corrected to actual fight Re by
extrapolation.
Numerical simulation based on γ-Reθ transition
predicting mode for the wing is carried out in this paper,
and the unconstrained transition position of wing in
different Re is got. Meantime, forced transition test is
carried out in the wind tunnel test, and aerodynamic data
in the different transition position of wing is obtained. On
the basis of results for the transition position of numerical
calculation and data of unconstrained transition
experiment, data correction based on Re effect for the lift
and drag of wind tunnel test is done [6]-[11].

2 The illustration of computation
The commercial software ANSYS CFX, which is usually
used by aerospace industry, is adopted for present study
solving the Navier-Stokes (NS) equation. CFX is based
finite-volume method of finite element, adopts coupled
solution of full implicit-scheme and multi-mesh, and uses
interpolation of 24 points for hexahedral mesh.
Computational model employs hexahedral mesh in
present paper, account of computational mesh is about 10
million. The geometry with grids is shown in the Fig. 1.
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No-slip boundary and opening boundary are
respectively set up for solid boundary and far field
boundary in this paper, and transition computation
chooses Shear Stress Transport (SST) γ-Reθ model. The
aim for transition model is solving intermittency function
γ ( 0    1 ), which is chances of turbulence for the flow
pattern of a point in space, and the aim for combination
of transition model and SST turbulence model is
controlling occurrence for the transition [12]-[14].
However, in some other similar works, even very recent
studies, concerning on the Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) investigation of a fluid flow, they have
employed other turbulence model such as the RNG-k-ε
[15], standard k-ε model [16], bybrid URANS-LES [17].

Figure 2. The relationship between  0 and transition position

Figure 3. The relationship between CL and transition position
Figure 1. The geometry with grids

3 Forced transition experiment
In order to investigate the difference of aerodynamic
characteristic on different transition position of wing,
forced transition wind tunnel test is carried out by pasting
special tape on the different position for the surface of
wing. The results of experiments show that the changes,
which CDmin , angle of attack for 0 lift (  0 ), slope of lift
curve ( CL ) and longitudinal stability derivatives ( CmCL )
change with the transition position, basically presents
linear. Re for the experiment is 1.23×106, 1.51×106 and
1.76×106 for Mach number (Ma) of 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6,
respectively. The results are showed from Fig. 2 to Figure
6. From these figs, it is seen that aerodynamic data of
different Ma presents certain difference in the same
transition position, which mean that Ma exert an
influence on the aerodynamic characteristic. Because
different Ma reflects different experiment Re, Re has an
effect on aerodynamic data. And the influence of Re is
greater.
Forced transition experiment can’t directly obtain data
for the transition position of wing, and there are also
more difficult to get transition position by unconstrained
transition experiment. In this paper, some data, such
as  0 , CL , CDmin , are obtained by unconstrained transition
experiment of full-aircraft, and the transition position of
wing is acquired by linear extrapolation in the Fig. 2, Fig.
3 and Fig. 4.

Figure 4. The relationship between

CDmin

and transition position

Figure 5. The relationship between moment for 0 lift ( Cm 0 )
and transition position
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the Fig. 7, the critical Ma ( CDmin Ma =0.18 ) is about 0.8.
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the comparison of pressure
experiment and CFD simulation. That can be seen that
the higher negative pressure doesn’t present in the upper
surface of the wing leading edge, pressure distribution is
relatively flat in upper surface of middle wing. These can
effectively weaken intensity of shock wave and increase
the critical Ma. According to the above results, benign
supercritical characteristic of wing can be presented.

Figure 6. The relationship between CmCL and transition position

4 Supercritical characteristic of wing
In the initial design of wing, supercritical laminar
compound airfoil was used to seek higher lift-drag ratio
and critical Ma. In the later design, because the aircraft
changed target and reduced flight speed, supercritical
characteristic of wing wasn’t used. Therefore,
supercritical characteristic which is critical Ma wasn’t
fully verified in the wind tunnel test.

Figure 9. Pressure distribution of wing section (M=0.65, α=3°)

5 The comparison of computation and
experiment
According to the result of forced transition for wing
different position in the wind tunnel test, the
experimental data for unconstrained transition position of
wing is obtained by interpolation. Computational
condition and experimental condition for unconstrained
transition are identical.

Figure 7. The comparison CDmin of wing between experiment
and CFD

Figure 10. The comparison of transition position for CFD and
experiment

Because Re change in a relatively smaller range in the
wind tunnel test, the experimental Re is under 2.5×106.
Fig. 10 gives the comparison of transition position for
CFD simulation and the wind tunnel test. It can be seen
that unconstrained transition position of wing for CFD
simulation is back about 2% local chord than the tunnel
test, varied trend, which transition position changes with
Re is identical for CFD and experiment, and a great
agreement is obtained.
Fig. 11, Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show intermittent factor
image on the upper surface of wing in different Re. It can
be seen that intermittent factor is almost 0, it immediately
increases when reaching the transition position.

Figure 8. Pressure distribution of wing section (M=0.65, α=0°)

The comparison of CDmin for the wind tunnel test and
CFD simulations is shown in Figure 6. From the result of
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interpolation (form Fig. 2 to Fig. 6). The formulas of
correction are as follows.

Meantime, because of the influence of fuselage flow field,
laminar range for inner section of wing is smaller than
outer section of wing and the distribution of transition
position along wingspan is no uniform.

CLRe  CLexp  CLRe

(1)

transition

CLRe  0forced transition  CLforced


CDRe  CDexp  CDRe

(3)

forced transition
CDRe  CDmin

(4)

CmRe  Cmexp  CmRe

(5)

transition
forced transition
CmRe  Cmforced
 CmCL
CLRe
0

where
Figure 11. The distribution of intermittent factor (Re=2.0×10 )
6

(2)

0forced transition

,

transition
CLforced


(6)
,

, C
, C
are interpolated
data in curve for forced transition experiment, respectively.
According these experimental results, the derivatives for
transitin
forced transition
nonlinear range, such as CLforced
and CmCL
,

are corrected.
Unconstrained transition position computed in
different Ma and Re is shown in Fig. 14 From this fig, it
can be seen that while Re is smaller than 7×106, transition
position is hardly changed, however, when Re is greater
than 7×106, transition position is forward sharply and
laminar range is shorten.
Experimental speed simulated for wind tunnel test is
only similar to the real flight, but aerodynamic data in
different height can’t be obtained. Different height for
flight of aircraft indicates different Re. Therefore, Re
effect correction for the data for the wind tunnel test must
be done to obtain aerodynamic data in different height of
flight.
Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 show polar and pitching moment
curve corrected for Re effect in different height. Fig. 17
gives the comparison of data for wind tunnel test corrected
by Re effect and aerodynamic data of flight test. The lift
and drag of flight test are obtained by back-stepping for
weight and thrust of engine for flight. From these results,
an agreement is got for wind tunnel test data corrected by
Re effect and flight test data, but certain differences are
leaded to by thrust losing unable to obtain for flight data
and data corrected.
C

forced transition
Dmin

Figure 12. The distribution of intermittent factor (Re=5.0×106)

forced transition
m0

forced transition
mCL

Figure 13. The distribution of intermittent factor (Re=8.0×106)

6 The correction method for Re effect
According to aircraft envelope, the range of flight Re
is confirmed and numerical simulations for these Re are
carried out to compute transition position in different
height and speed. Because of deviation of 2% local chord
for transition position of CFD and the wind tunnel test, the
transition position for CFD is done certain correction.
Under the transition position of wing for different Re
simulated by CFD and linear relation of transition position
and CDmin ,  0 , CL , Cm 0 and CmCL , aerodynamic
derivatives in corresponding Re are obtained by linear

Figure 14. The relationship between transition position
obtained by CFD and Re
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2.

3.

4.

5.
Figure 15. The polar of lift and drag corrected by Re effect

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
Figure 16. The curve of moment corrected by Re effect

11.

12.

13.

14.

Figure 17. The comparison of polar of lift and drag for
corrected by Re effect and flight test

15.

7 Conclusion
According to the prediction for transition position and the
method of Re effect correction for unconstrained
transition experiment, more accurate and reliable data can
be obtained. This corrected method has been applied in
the aircraft of laminar wing with high lift and has been
validated by experiment of flight. Present method may be
used as reference to Re effect correction for data of wind
tunnel test of the similar aircraft.
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